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We demonstrate a photonic circuit with integrated long-lived quantum memories. Precharacterized
quantum nodes—diamond microwaveguides containing single, stable, negatively charged nitrogen-
vacancy centers—are deterministically integrated into low-loss silicon nitride waveguides. These quantum
nodes efficiently couple into the single-mode waveguides with >1 Mcps collected into the waveguide,
have narrow single-scan linewidths below 400 MHz, and exhibit long electron spin coherence times up to
120 μs. Our system facilitates the assembly of multiple quantum nodes with preselected properties into a
photonic integrated circuit with near unity yield, paving the way towards the scalable fabrication of
quantum information processors.
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Advanced quantum information systems, such as quan-
tum computers [1] and quantum repeaters [2], require
multiple entangled quantum memories that can be individu-
ally controlled [3]. Over the past decade, there has been
rapid theoretical and experimental progress in developing
such entangled networks using stationary quantum bits
(qubits) connected via photons [4–6]. Photonic integrated
circuits (PICs) could provide a compact, phase-stable, and
scalable architecture for such quantum networks. However,
the realization of this promise requires near-unity-yield
fabrication of high-quality solid-state quantum memories
efficiently coupled to low-loss single-mode waveguides.
A promising solid-state quantum memory with second-

scale spin coherence times is the negatively charged
nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond [7,8]. Its elec-
tronic spin state can be optically initialized, manipulated,
measured [9,10], and mapped onto nearby auxiliary nuclear
memories [11], which allows for quantum error correction
[12]. Quantum network protocols based on these unique
qualities have been proposed [13,14], and entanglement
generation and state teleportation between two spatially
separated quantum memories have been demonstrated
[15,16]. Translating such entanglement techniques into
an on-chip architecture promises scalability, but can only

succeed if an efficient photonic architecture can be fab-
ricated with a high yield. So far, waveguide patterning in
diamond is challenging, preventing low-loss waveguides in
the optical domain around 637 nm, the zero phonon line
(ZPL) of the NV. This is in contrast to silicon nitride
(SiN)-based photonics, which relies on well-developed
fabrication processes [17], is CMOS compatible [18],
and has a large band gap (∼5 eV) and high index of
refraction (n ¼ 2.1), which makes it ideal for routing the
visible emission of NVs.
A second challenge in creating a scalable solid-state

quantum network architecture is the inherently low yield
production of high-quality quantum nodes due to the
stochastic process of NV creation. The number of fabri-
cation attempts necessary to create a monolithic network in
which all nodes contain NV quantum memories with the
desired spectral and spin properties scales exponentially
with the number of desired nodes, which is prohibitive with
current NV creation yields of well less than 10% [19,20].
Thus, while proof-of-principle network components have
been demonstrated [21–23], a method for the scalable
fabrication of quantum networks has not yet been shown.
Here, we address the challenge of fabricating a scalable

quantum network architecture with a hybrid approach
[24–28] in which quantum nodes based on NV centers
are precharacterized and integrated into SiN PICs that can
be fabricated with near-unity yield. The preselection step
guarantees that every node in the PIC contains a NV with
the desired spectral and spin properties, and is well coupled
to the optical mode. With this bottom-up approach, the
number of fabrication attempts necessary to create a
quantum network scales linearly with the number of desired
nodes.
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In our approach, each quantum node consists of an NV in
a diamond microwaveguide (μWG) suspended over a
coupling region in a SiN waveguide, as illustrated in
Fig. 1(a). The diamond μWG supports single-mode propa-
gation over the NV emission spectrum with a cross section
of 200 × 200 nm. Suspending it across an air gap in the
SiN WG enables efficient coupling of the NV to the
single optical mode in the diamond μWG. Finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) simulations show that with this
air gap up to 86% (78%) of the NV zero phonon line
(phonon side band) fluorescence intensity at λ ¼ 638 nm
(λ ¼ 600–780 nm) is guided into the diamond μWG with
optimal NV position (the mode maximum of the diamond
μWG), as seen in Fig. 1(b) (dashed curve).
The SiN waveguide also supports single-mode propa-

gation over the NV emission spectrum with a cross section
of 400 × 400 nm. Tapering of the overlapping SiN and
diamond regions allows for an approximately adiabatic
transition between the diamond and SiN waveguide modes.
We perform FDTD simulations to optimize the tapered
regions of the diamond and SiN waveguides to maximize
the coupling between the diamond and SiN waveguides, as
shown in Fig. 1. Our simulations indicate that up to 96% of
the NV fluorescence emitted into the diamond waveguide is
transferred into the SiN waveguide with the optimized
overlapping regions shown in Fig. 1(c) (see Appendix C).
Thus, as shown in Fig. 1(b) (solid curve), we estimate that
the total collection efficiency from the NV ZPL through the
diamond μWG into the SiN WG is 83% for the optimized
design shown in Fig. 1(c).
We fabricate the diamond μWGs from a 200-nm-thick

single-crystal diamond membrane which was thinned from
a 5-μm diamond slab produced by chemical vapor depo-
sition. Natural NVs occur at a concentration of approx-
imately 0.25 NV=μm3. A patterned silicon membrane is
used as a hard etch mask [29,30] during an oxygen plasma
etch of the diamond membrane [31]. We fabricate the SiN
waveguides from a 400-nm-thick SiN layer deposited on
silicon dioxide [17]. The waveguides are cladded with a

3-μm layer of SiO2 except for a 50-μm window over the
coupling region for the integration of the diamond μWGs
shown in Fig. 2(b) (see Appendix A for more fabrication
details).
The SEM in Fig. 2(b) shows a typical array of diamond

μWGs. In this experiment, we use 12-μm-long, 200-nm-
wide μWGs with 4-μm-long tapers down to about 100 nm
on either side. This minimum taper size is larger than
optimal, but the fabrication yield is significantly increased
compared to thinner ends. FDTD simulations indicate that
this geometry should yield a 42.5% coupling efficiency
from the NV ZPL to the SiN waveguide (see Appendix C).
To demonstrate the scalability of our approach and

the high optical coupling that is possible with the wave-
guide geometry, we use photoluminescence (PL) confocal
raster scans (N:A: ¼ 0.9; 532 nm excitation), as in
Fig. 2(c), to identify and characterize four μWGs with
single NVs near the center. The preselected diamond μWGs
are picked and transferred onto four consecutive coupling
regions of WGs of the same design in the SiN PIC (see
Appendix B for transfer details and images). Figures 2(d)
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FIG. 2. (a) Illustration of integration of a diamond quantum
node into a SiN PIC. Top left: A cross-section view of the
coupling region of a SiN PIC before integration of the diamond.
Bottom left: An array of diamond μWGs resting on an etched Si
chip. Right: The integration of a diamond μWG onto a coupling
region of the SiN PIC. (b) SEM and (c) confocal PL raster scan of
a diamond μWG array. (d) SEM and (e) confocal PL raster scan of
a diamond μWG placed over a gap in a SiN WG, showing both
the gap and the waveguide used to collect the signal. The confocal
scan shows the bright NV center in the diamond μWG. (f) NV
photons collected into the waveguide and objective for four
μWGs integrated into consecutive SiN WGs at 100 μW of
excitation.
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FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of a SiN PIC with multiple quantum nodes.
(b) Simulation of the collection efficiency of NV fluorescence
into the diamond μWG (dashed line) and into the SiN
single-mode waveguide with optimal parameters (solid line).
(c) FDTD simulation (Ex field) showing the mode transfer
from a single-mode diamond waveguide into a single-mode
SiN waveguide.
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and 2(e) show a SEM of one of the transferred structures
and the corresponding PL scan, respectively.
We evaluate the coupling efficiency into the SiN PIC

from each μWG by confocally exciting the single NV from
the top and collecting the fluorescence both through the
objective and through the SiN waveguide through a lensed
single-mode fiber. In both cases, the laser is attenuated with
a 550-nm long-pass filter. The table in Fig. 2(f) summarizes
the photon count rates obtained for the two collection
channels for a 532-nm pump power of 100 μW. The
emission rate into the waveguide is consistently high with
variation likely due to differences in the μWG placement,
fabrication imperfections, and NV position and dipole
orientation.
In the following, we focus on integrated system 1, which

is seen in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show PL
raster scans of the NV under confocal excitation with
confocal and waveguide collection, respectively.
The second-order autocorrelation of photons collected

via the confocal setup confirms the single photon emission
expected from single NVs, with antibunching as low as
gð2Þð0Þ ¼ 0.07 (see Appendix D). This low background
shows that the NVs are extremely well isolated from
background sources of fluorescence. Figure 3(c) shows
the normalized autocorrelation measurement of the NV in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), with gð2Þð0Þ ¼ 0.17 at 100 μW of
532 nm excitation. We also perform cross-correlation
measurements between photons collected via the confocal
and waveguide setups. The normalized histogram in
Fig. 3(d) indicates clear antibunching at 60 μW of excita-
tion with gð2Þð0Þ ¼ 0.48. The increase in gð2Þð0Þ relative to

the confocal autocorrelation measurement is attributed to
the generation of background fluorescence due to scattering
of the excitation laser into the SiN WG.
Figure 3(e) plots the spectrum of the fluorescence

collected through the waveguide including both NV fluo-
rescence and the unwanted PL due to the SiN WG. An
interference pattern is visible, which we attribute to an
etalon effect at the diamond end facets. This etalon effect
indicates an intensity reflection of r2 ¼ 0.17 and a wave-
guide effective index of 1.65 for the 12-μm-long diamond
μWG, which matches the theoretical expectations (see
Appendix E).
To evaluate the enhancement in collection efficiency

through the waveguide, we perform emitter saturation
measurements with both confocal and waveguide collec-
tion, as seen in Fig. 3(f). In each case, the excitation
polarization is tuned to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio.
For confocal collection, this entails maximizing the NV
excitation rate, while under waveguide collection, this
entails limiting the coupling of the 532 nm excitation into
the waveguide to minimize background fluorescence. The
optimized polarization for waveguide collection reduces
the NV excitation rate, and as such increases the saturation
intensity from 135 μW via confocal collection to 350 μW
via waveguide collection. For confocal (waveguide) col-
lection, 16 kcps (55 kcps) were detected at 60 μW of
excitation (with polarization optimized for waveguide
signal-to-noise ratio), as used to measure the cross-
correlation function seen in Fig. 3(d).
Figure 3(g) shows the fits in Fig. 3(f) without the linear

background terms, and corrected for the measured collec-
tion efficiencies of each collection pathway. The efficiency
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FIG. 3. (a) High-resolution confocal PL raster scan of the NV with confocal collection and (b) waveguide collection. For (b), the
background is subtracted using spin-selective fluorescence [32,33]. (c) Normalized autocorrelation measurement gð2ÞðτÞ via confocal
collection confirming single photon emission. (d) Cross-correlation measurement between photons collected via the confocal setup and
through the waveguide confirming that the majority of photons collected through the waveguide originate from a single NV. Solid curves
in (c) and (d) are fits to the data. (e) Spectrum of the emitter collected via the waveguide. The solid curve is a model with parameter
values taken from measured data as detailed in Appendix E. (f) Saturation measurements acquired on the same emitter with confocal
(dashed line) and waveguide (solid line) collection. (g) Fits from (f) without background and corrected for measured collection losses
(see text).
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of the waveguide collection pathway is estimated to be
∼25% with a transmission measurement using a 633-nm
HeNe laser. The confocal setup is measured to have an
upper-bound efficiency of 17% from the sample to the
fiber-coupled detector, again from transmission of the
635-nm laser. Both signals are measured with a Si avalanche
photodiode (APD) with quantum efficiency η ¼ 0.65.
Without these system inefficiencies, we estimate that
0.38 × 106 NVphotons=s are collected into the objective
at saturation, while 1.45 × 106 NVphotons=s are collected
into one direction of the single-mode SiN waveguide.
The strong background seen in the optical measurements

could be reduced with a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR)
at the excitation laser wavelength integrated into the SiN
waveguide near the diamond-coupling region [34,35]. The
integration of such a filter would significantly increase the
signal-to-background ratio by inhibiting fluorescence from
scattered pump light in the full length of the SiN wave-
guide. As shown in Appendix F, transmission measure-
ments of DBRs fabricated into single-mode SiN
waveguides of the same design show greater than 14 dB
of attenuation, enabling purer single photon generation.
The creation of an efficient network of entangled

quantum nodes depends not only on the efficient optical
coupling demonstrated above, but also on the spectral and
spin properties of the quantum nodes. The precharacteri-
zation we demonstrate here is easily scaled to include these
and other relevant properties.
The spectral properties of the ZPL emission determine

the feasibility of various quantum protocols, including
optical entanglement of two or more quantum nodes that
would be necessary for the creation of a quantum network
[16]. To determine the spectral properties of the NVs
in our μWGs, we perform photoluminescence excitation
(PLE) measurements at cryogenic temperatures (18 K).
Fluorescence above 650 nm is collected under repeated
resonant laser line scans of several GHz around the ZPL of
a single NV inside a μWG, alternated with 100-μs 532-nm
repumping pulses (see Appendix G).
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show a multiscan measurement of a

representative NVand an example single-line scan, respec-
tively. Figure 4(c) shows the distribution of the measured
linewidths of signal peaks in the PLE of consecutive single-
line scans of NV C, with a maximally occurring linewidth
of 393 MHz. This single-scan linewidth is about 30 times
broader than the expected lifetime-limited linewidth of
13 MHz for the ms ¼ 0 transitions in bulk diamond
[36,37]. We partially attribute this broadening to in situ
spectral diffusion occurring during a single-line scan.
Because of hardware limitations, we integrate 1000 times
longer than necessary, continuously causing spectral dif-
fusion [37,38]. This broadening could be reduced by more
suitable power and timing parameters, as discussed in
Appendix G. Figure 4(d) shows the mean and standard
deviation of the measured single-scan linewidths of three
NVs in individual μWGs. Although these measured

linewidths are larger than the expected lifetime-limited
linewidth, they are significantly lower than the previously
reported linewidth of a NV in nanostructured diamond [39],
and the dephasing times are within the time resolution of the
detection equipment, allowing for measurements of two-
photon interference towards distributed entanglement [16].
Another important figure of merit is the electron spin

coherence time. In Fig. 5, we present the electron spin
properties of the NV center in a second integrated system
[WG no. 2 in Fig. 2(f)] in which 0.8 × 106 photons=s are
collected into one direction of the waveguide at saturation.
Figure 5(a) shows the transitions of the NV center with the
magnetic sublevels ms ¼ −1; 0; 1, obtained using optically
detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) [40]. Figure 5(b)
plots the ODMR fluorescence signal collected through the
waveguide under continuous-wave laser excitation with no
external magnetic field.
For state manipulation, the degeneracy of the ms ¼ �1

levels is lifted by the application of a magnetic field of
∼56 G projected onto the NV axis. A Ramsey sequence,
consisting of two π=2 pulses separated by a free evolution
time τ, is used to probe the spin environment experienced
by the NV. From this, we deduce an ensemble phase
coherence time T�

2 ≃ 2 μs, as seen in Fig. 5(c). We also
perform Hahn-echo measurements [41], which indicate a
spin coherence time of T2 ≃ 120 μs; see Fig. 5(d). This
long spin coherence time is similar to values observed in
the parent diamond crystal [42]. We anticipate that using
isotropically purified 12C diamond together with dynamical
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FIG. 4. (a) A typical multiscan measurement of a single,
spectrometer-limited NV in a diamond μWG with resonant
excitation and collection of the phonon sideband at cryogenic
temperatures (18 K). (b) A single scan with a Gaussian fit
showing a linewidth of 918 MHz. (c) The distribution of
measured single-scan linewidths of NV C, with a maximally
occurring linewidth of 393 MHz. (d) Mean and standard
deviation of measured single-scan linewidths for three NVs in
individual μWGs.
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decoupling should enable spin coherence times in excess of
tens of milliseconds [43].
In conclusion, we realize the efficient integration of four

nodes—each containing a single preselected high-quality
solid-state quantum memory—onto consecutive wave-
guides in a photonic network, overcoming the inherently
low-yield fabrication process that is typical for atomlike
solid-state quantum memories. The design of the diamond-
SiN interface allows for efficient coupling of photons
emitted by the NV center into the single-mode SiN
waveguide, which itself exhibits low propagation loss
(∼0.3 dB=cm) and enables high coupling to single-mode
fiber (∼3 dB loss). This approach can be generalized to
other systems (in particular, photonic crystal cavities
optically coupled to single quantum emitters [29]) to
integrate prescreened functional nodes into high-quality
PICs with near unity yield, paving the way towards the
scalable fabrication of on-chip quantum networks.
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APPENDIX A: FABRICATION

We begin μWG fabrication with a 5-μm ultrapure
diamond slab produced by chemical vapor deposition.
The diamond slab is polished with Ar and Cl2 down to
a final thickness of 200 nm. This membrane is patterned
with oxygen plasma in a reactive ion etching chamber,
using a transferrable patterned silicon membrane as an etch
mask, a technique that was introduced and explained in
previous publications [29,30].
To create the SiN PIC, 400-nm SiN is deposited on a

thermally oxidized (∼4 μm) Si wafer in a furnace at 800 °C.
After a piranha clean, ma-N negative tone resist (micro
resist technology) and electron-beam lithography are used
to define the waveguides. After resist development, the SiN
is dry etched in a CHF3=O2 chemistry. The resist is then
stripped in an oxygen plasma, and the wafer is then
annealed at 1200 °C for 180 min in an ambient nitrogen
environment. SiO2 is then deposited (∼3 μm) as a cladding
material with plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition.
To access the coupling regions, SPR positive tone resist
(micro resist technology) and contact lithography are used
to define windows in the SiO2. The development of the
exposed resist exposes the windows, and they are etched in
a buffered oxide etch until the SiN waveguides are fully
uncovered.

APPENDIX B: DIAMOND INTEGRATION

The diamond μWGs are detached and picked up from the
initial array with a tungsten microprobe (Ted Pella)
mounted to a 3-axis piezomicromanipulator and rotation
stage. Each μWG is transferred to the SiN chip, which sits
on a 2-axis and rotation stage. The diamond μWG is
aligned to the coupling region of a SiN waveguide and
placed in its center. Adhesion is promoted via O2 plasma
cleaning of the SiN prior to placement. Optical images of
the four measured μWGs placed on consecutive wave-
guides of the optimal design are shown in Fig. 6(a).
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FIG. 5. (a) Level system of a NV. (b) ODMR of a NV under no
magnetic field with waveguide collection. (c) The ms ¼ 0–1
transition is driven off resonance and three Ramsey frequencies
are observed due to coupling between the NVelectronic spin and
the host N14 nuclear spin, with a decay due to the surrounding
spin bath (T�

2 ¼ 2 μs). (d) The π and π=2 times of an on-
resonance driving field are used to construct a Hahn-echo
sequence to decouple the NV from the surrounding spin bath
and measure T2 > 120 μs from the exponential decay of the
coherent revivals.
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APPENDIX C: SIMULATIONS

To predict and optimize the coupling efficiency from a
NV center in a 200 × 200 nm single-mode diamond μWG
to a 400 × 400 nm single-mode SiN WG, we simulate our
system using FDTD computations using a freely available
software package (MEEP). The NV center is represented as
an electric dipole placed in the center of the diamond μWG,
oriented perpendicular to the propagation axis of the μWG
and 35° off horizontal. This is consistent with a diamond
slab oriented in the h100i direction, as we use in our
experiment. We place Poynting flux monitors (i) to either
side of the NV, overlapping the diamond μWG before the
SiN WG begins, (ii) at each end of the SiN WG, and
(iii) surrounding the entire structure in order to monitor
where electromagnetic power is lost. The ratio of (i) to
(iii) gives the NV coupling efficiency to the diamond μWG,
and the ratio of (ii) to (iii) yields the total coupling
efficiency of the device.
The optimized device geometry is determined by evalu-

ating the coupling efficiency from the fundamental TE mode
of the diamond μWG to the SiN WG while sweeping the
diamond μWG and SiNWG taper lengths. A 2-μm gap in the
SiNWG is simulated to maintain high coupling from the NV
into the diamond μWG. The tapers are aligned such that the
taper regions in SiN and diamond do not overlap, minimizing
the photon loss due to scattering. Based on the sweep results,
we choose a μWG taper length of 6 μm and a SiNWG taper
length of 5 μm. This gives a μWG that is 24 μm long, and
yields an overall dipole-to-WG coupling efficiency of 83%
(41.5% coupled to each side), as shown in Fig. 6(b). We also
simulate the structure used in the experiments reported here,
which is shorter and has tips tapered down to 100 nm instead
of 0 nm, which increases fabrication yield though it decreases
the coupling efficiency from the diamond μWG to the SiN
WG to 42.5%, as shown in Fig. 6(b).

APPENDIX D: SINGLE PHOTON
MEASUREMENTS

Photon correlation measurements are performed with a
Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup. In autocorrelation mea-
surements, the PL collected via the confocal setup is
coupled to a fiber beam splitter, with the two output arms
coupled to APD modules (Perkin Elmer). In cross-corre-
lation measurements between confocal and waveguide
collection channels, the two single-mode collection fibers
are directly coupled into separate APDs. A histogram of
arrival times is assembled using a time-correlated counting
module in start-stop mode. Figure 6(c) shows a NV in an
integrated nanowire exhibiting excellent single photon
character with an antibunching dip down to 0.07.
The reported single photon counts without background in

Fig. 2(f) are found in two ways. One, the value of gð2Þð0Þ for
autocorrelation and cross-correlation measurements at the
same excitation power and polarization are compared. The
number of single photons is derived from the increase in this
value. Two, saturation curves are taken and fit with a
background term. This then allows separation of background
and NV count rates at several powers, as seen in Fig. 3(g).

APPENDIX E: WAVEGUIDE SPECTRA

The PL collected through the waveguide consists of PL
originating from the diamond μWG and PL caused by laser
propagation through the SiN waveguide. The PL originat-
ing from the diamond μWG experiences an etalon effect
due to the diamond μWG ends. Over the wavelength region
of interest (600–780 nm), the dispersion of the waveguide
mode is linear, as seen in Fig. 7(b), the group velocity
dispersion in the 12-μm diamond waveguide is negligible
and does not affect the elatoning effect. Thus, the detected
spectrum is modeled simply as

WGðλ0Þ ¼ a

�
�
�
�

ð1 − rÞ2e−2iπnL=λ0
1 − r2e−4iπnL=λ0

�
�
�
�

2

NVðλ0Þ þ bBGðλ0Þ;

ðE1Þ
where NVðλ0Þ is the spectrum collected via the confocal
setup [Fig. 6(d)] and BGðλ0Þ is the spectrum of the SiN
fluorescence collected through the waveguide [Fig. 6(d)].
n ¼ 1.65 is the expected effective refractive index of the
diamond waveguide mode determined via eigenmode
analysis of the waveguide, L ¼ 12 μm is the total length
of the diamond waveguide, and r2 ¼ 0.17 due to the
waveguide-air interface.

APPENDIX F: INTEGRATED FILTERS

To reduce SiN fluorescence in future iterations, we design,
fabricate, and test DBR filters integrated into single-mode
waveguides. The DBRs are designed with periodically
alternating etched and full regions to give coherent reflection.
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FIG. 6. (a) The coupling region of the SiN chip used with three
different waveguide designs, and zoomed-in images of the four
devices integrated on consecutive waveguides of the same design.
(b) Simulated coupling efficiencies from the NV into the SiN of
the optimized (dashed line) and fabricated (solid line) devices.
(c) Autocorrelation measurement via confocal collection of a NV
in a diamond μWG showing superb single photon character with
antibunching down to 0.07.
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The full regions are terminated with a semicircle to take into
account electron-beam resolution limits. The widths and
lengths of the two regions are optimized to maximize the
ratio of reflection of excitation light and transmission of a
637-nm ZPL signal. FDTD simulations of 60 periods of the
optimized structure give greater than 40 dB attenuation for
elliptically polarized light at the excitation wavelength with a
FWHM of ∼30 nm, and over 95% ZPL transmission. As we
report in the text, the first fabricated iteration of these
structures results provide greater than 14 dB of attenuation
at 515-nm excitation, a common direct-band-gap laser wave-
length,which can be used to efficiently excite theNV [44,45].

APPENDIX G: SPECTRAL DIFFUSION
MEASUREMENTS

The reported spectral diffusion measurements are made
using a resonant laser with 200 nW of power. A 600-μs
green laser pulse is delivered prior to each scan to reiniti-
alize the NV center into the ms ¼ 0 ground state with
approximately 100 μW. The laser frequency is scanned
using a piezocontrolled grating in an external cavity diode
laser (Velocity 6304, New Focus). Each step in the sweep is
integrated for 5 ms, making each sweep take 2–3 s. The step
speed is limited by our hardware, and as discussed in the
text, is more than 1000 times longer than necessary.
Multiple PLE peaks are contained in one scan due to

spectral diffusion caused by the resonant laser during the
long integration time of 5 ms per frequency step. To
determine the fundamental linewidth, the number of PLE
peaks n is determined using a threshold technique, and the
sum of n Gaussian functions are fit to the data. Finally, the
FWHM data are binned to analyze the spectral linewidth, as
indicated in Fig. 4(c).
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